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Doré Copper Mining Corp. (TSXV: DCMC) 
Igniting a Chibougamau Cu-Au Revival 

We are initiating coverage on Doré Copper Mining Corp. (TSXV:DCMC) 
with a BUY rating and C$2.95 price target. Doré Copper has acquired 
several high-grade Cu and Au assets in the Chibougamau mining camp, 
including the Corner Bay, Cedar Bay and Joe Mann properties. The 
company is aiming to be a consolidator in the camp and revive the historic 
mining region through its strategy of an eventual hub-and-spoke restart 
using its 2,700 tpd Copper Rand mill. There are almost no Canadian Cu 
explorer/developers with assets here that do not require hundreds of 
millions in capex to reach production, which is what truly sets Doré 
apart from all its competitors. 

Investment Thesis:  
 A Cu-Au renaissance in northern Quebec. The Chibougamau mining 

camp once rivaled Val d’Or in terms of Au output, though today there 
isn’t a single operating mine. After being tied up in legal limbo and 
receivership for years, Corner Bay, Cedar Bay and Copper Rand were 
acquired as a package by Doré. The company also signed an option 
agreement for the historic Joe Mann Au mine in January 2020. Today, 
the company is focusing on growing and redeveloping these assets. 

 Not starting from scratch. We believe the company has the 
ingredients to reinvigorate the Chibougamau camp including key 
management and professionals with direct experience working in the 
camp. Management own 26% of the company while Ocean Partners 
own 20% and RCF owns 10.5%. Doré is working from an existing 
resource base comprising 4.1Mt of 43-101 resources and 2.2Mt of 
historical and benefits from remaining infrastructure at many projects. 
Additionally, the company owns the past-permitted 2,700 tpd Copper 
Rand mill, which is centrally located and can be refurbished with 
minimal capital.  

 Exploration upside and optionality. Many of Doré’s other properties 
have seen very limited exploration, which provides excellent upside in 
its key assets. In the past, Au was often overlooked in the camp.  A 
renewed focus on Au could pay dividends for the company, given Au 
now accounts for 50% of the company’s in-situ value. Doré also has 
great optionality through its Devlin Copper deposit, which has existing 
43-101 resources. Exploration is set to resume by the end of May. 

Valuation: 

We are initiating coverage on Doré Copper Mining (TSXV:DCMC) with a 
BUY rating and C$2.95 price target. Our price target of C$2.95 is based on 
a 0.5x multiple of our blended sum-of-parts derived NAV and NPV 
valuation of Corner Bay. Upcoming Catalysts: 1) 2020 Drill Results 
(ongoing), 2) Evaluation and initial drilling of Lac Doré targets (2020) and 
3) PEA for Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann (H1/2021).  
 

(Currency is  US$ unless noted otherwise)

Closing Price (C$/sh) $0.74
Rating BUY
Target (C$/sh) $2.95
Return to Target 299%
P/NAV 0.25x
NAVPS (C$/sh) $5.83
52 Week Low / High (C$/sh) $0.45   /   $1.65
CAPITALIZATION Basic Diluted 
Shares Outstanding (M) 29.0         32.6       
Market Capitalization (C$M) $21.4
Enterprise Value (C$M) $15.4
Cash and Cash Equivalents (C$M) $6.0
Total Debt (C$M) $0.0
STOCK CHART

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE

VALUATION EV/lb CuEq P/NAV

Doré Copper Mining Corp. $0.017 0.25x

Peers $0.079 0.30x*

* S&P Capital IQ consensus

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

DISCLOSURE CODE 3

(Please refer to the disclosures listed on the back page)

Source: RCS, Company Information, S&P Capital IQ

Company Description

Doré Copper is engaged in the acquisition, exploration and
evaluation of mineral properties. Doré Copper completed a
qualifying transaction on December 13, 2019 establishing
itself as a copper – gold explorer and developer in the
Chibougamau area of Québec, Canada. Doré Copper,
through its wholly-owned subsidiary CBAY Minerals Inc.,
holds a 100% interest in the exploration-stage Corner Bay
Project and the exploration-stage Cedar Bay Project, both
located in the vicinity of Chibougamau, Québec, as well as
the 2,700-tpd Copper Rand mill. Doré Copper has an option
to earn a 100% interest in the Joe Mann property.

Management (26.06%), Ocean Partners Investments Limited 
(20.43%), Orion Resource Partners (10.8%), RCF 
Management, LLC (10.47%)
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Executive Summary 
Our view is that Doré Copper has positioned itself to become a leader in 
the Chibougamau mining camp in Quebec after acquiring numerous 
assets that could be quickly revitalized with limited capital expenditure. 
We believe the company could restart mining at three of its key projects 
(Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann) after proving up resources and 
retrofitting its past-permitted Copper Rand mill. Historically, the 
Chibougamau camp was a significant producer of copper and gold in the 
province in Quebec, but after reserves dwindled and investment dried up, 
the mines in the region progressively shutdown. Bankruptcies resulted for 
miners that focused on boot-strapping the mines for cashflow at the 
expense of investing in resource replenishment. As a result of the 
bankruptcy proceedings, these mines missed the last commodity cycle. 
Today, Doré is a redevelopment story as it recently acquired numerous 
historic projects that were tied-up in bankruptcy proceedings and financial 
entities for years. We believe that the company is well-positioned to 
become the leader in the Chibougamau camp, which currently does not 
have a single operating mine.  
 
After some corporate manoeuvring, the company is hitting the ground 
running. Since acquiring the majority of its properties in 2019 through an 
RTO of CBAY Minerals and the Joe Mann Au mine in 2020 via an option 
agreement, the company launched a drill program to follow up on high-
grade intercepts at the Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann projects. Doré 
aims to add to its existing resource base at Cedar Bay and Corner Bay, while 
establishing a new resource estimate at Joe Mann, with a PEA expected in 
2021. We note that the Devlin Copper deposit, which has existing NI 43-101 
resources, could provide excellent optionality for the company as it could 
be put into production relatively quickly in a positive Cu price environment. 
Additionally, significant exploration upside exists for Doré, as it owns a 
number of projects and landholdings in the camp. 
 
Upcoming Catalysts: 
 

1. 2020 Drill Results (ongoing) 
2. Evaluation and initial drilling of Lac Doré targets (2020) 
3. PEA for Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann (H1/2021) 
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Investment Thesis 
Doré Copper is a redevelopment story in an historic mining camp that 
currently does not have an active mine. The Chibougamau mining camp 
emerged in the 1950s and grew over the ensuing decades to a point where 
from 1984 to 1988, Au output from the camp represented ~22% of the total 
gold output of Quebec. By comparison, Val D’Or produced ~27% Au from 
Quebec during this same time frame. Although the camp has since been 
largely ignored in recent years, miners and explorers are starting to take 
notice since it is a tier one mining jurisdiction that is literally right next to 
infrastructure and an existing workforce.  
 
The company plans to breathe new life into historic assets in the 
Chibougamau camp. Doré has amassed a large portfolio of assets that it 
expects to be able to redevelop, in spite of the previous interpretation that 
the deposits were mined out. As commodity prices declined in the 90’s and 
the reserves dwindled, the previous operators of the Chibougamau assets 
shuttered the mines. Campbell Resources, the past owner of the Cedar Bay, 
Corner Bay and Copper Rand assets eventually went bankrupt during the 
financial crisis in 2008 – leaving the assets tied up in receivership for years. 
Eventually, Doré was able to acquire them and has restarted significant 
exploration. Key infrastructure, including the past-permitted Copper Rand 
mill, was also acquired by the company and it expects to be able to retrofit 
the facility for a fraction of the cost of building a new one. This also allows 
the company to become a natural consolidator in the camp. 
 
Doré has already begun growing the existing mineral inventory in the 
camp. The company has begun rebuilding the camp’s mineral inventory 
(Figure 1), which comprises resource estimates for the Copper Rand project 
and Devlin deposit, the former being a historic estimate and the latter an 
NI 43-101 estimate. Additionally, Doré released a maiden mineral resource 
estimate at the end of 2018 for the Cedar Bay mine and updated the mineral 
resource at Corner Bay. Once the assets were Doré’s hands, the company 
quickly determined that the projects still had significant potential, 
particularly at depth as the style of deposit in the camp generally consist of 
steeply plunging ore shoots that remain open at depth. Additionally, Doré 
also recognized that the assets were largely exploited for copper with little 
focus on gold. This opens up opportunities given that Cedar Bay contains a 
significant amount of gold that was never previously targeted. Currently, 
with the work that has been completed, we believe the company is 
sitting on a copper/gold resource that is approximately 50%/50%. This is 
not yet reflected in the official 43-101 and historic resources and thus 
provides a buying opportunity for investors that recognize the market 
has yet to price this in. 
 
The management team at Doré has significant experience in the region. 
The Doré team comprises individuals that have been operating in Quebec 
for decades, as well as within the Chibougamau camp itself. This experience 
should be a key driver for unlocking value from this redevelopment story. 
The team has thus far focused on resource additions to breathe new life into 
deposits that were long thought to be exhausted. Management and 
insiders collectively hold ~26% of the shares outstanding (Figure 2), 
which clearly indicates that they clearly believe in the potential that the 
camp holds and aligns their interests with those of shareholders. At present, 
Doré is working with Roscoe Postle & Associates (RPA) on resource 
estimates for both Corner Bay and Cedar Bay. Not only are RPA a very highly 

Existing NI 43-101 and historical 
resources could potentially grow 
to be 50%/50% Cu/Au 

 

 

Management has extensive 
experience in the Chibougamau 
camp 

 

 

Chibougamau once rivalled Val 
d’Or in terms of Au output 
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respected engineering group, its principals have substantial experience 
working in the Chibougamau camp.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doré is currently working to add to its resource base as it progresses 
towards PEAs for its Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann projects 
(expected H1/2021). The company is planning to drill 20,000m at the Cedar 
Bay and Corner Bay deposits, with the majority being completed on the 
latter. A total of six drill holes are planed at Corner Bay to test the 
mineralization on strike and down dip from known mineralization with the 
goal to extend that mineralization to the south. At Cedar Bay, two initial drill 
holes are planed, following which the company plans to use directional 
drilling (splays) to complete four to six additional holes. Additionally, 5,000m 
of drilling is planned to be dedicated to the Joe Mann project to follow up 
on two very promising historical intercepts drilled in 2008 that showed 
high-grade Au mineralization. The two hits were: 1) 1.8 meters of 26.66 g/t in 
hole EE-189B and 2) 3.02 meters of 30.3 g/t Au and 1.3% Cu in hole EE-188. 
Previous grades encountered could potentially make Joe Mann one of the 
highest-grade Au deposit in the country.  
 
Figure 2: Ownership Structure of Doré Copper 

 
Source: S&P Capital IQ 

Figure 1: Doré Copper Mineral Inventory  

 

Source: Company Reports 
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Catalysts 
Next Steps: Advancing towards a PEA in 2021. We expect that the 
25,000m drill program at Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann should 
resume the week of May 11th. We also understand that there are several drill 
hole assays that are pending. Drilling should provide the main catalysts for 
Doré in the near term as it advances towards a PEA for these three key 
projects. Additionally, we anticipate further catalysts from initial work at the 
company’s Lac Doré targets. 
 
Upcoming Catalysts for Doré Copper include: 
 

1. 2020 Drill Results (ongoing) 
2. Evaluation and initial drilling of Lac Doré targets (2020) 
3. PEA for Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann (H1/2021) 

 
 
Valuation 
We have assigned a price target of C$2.95 based on a 0.5x multiple of 
our blended sum-of-parts derived NAV and NPV valuation of Corner Bay 
of C$5.83/sh (Figure 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sum-of-Parts (Based Resources, Exploration & Mill) 
Our valuation for Doré Copper is partially based on a sum-of-parts 
method which derives a fair value for the company’s portfolio of assets 
in the Chibougamau camp (Figure 4). We used a peer-derived in-situ 
valuation for the company’s resource stage projects. We have also assigned 
a nominal exploration credit for both the Joe Mann Mine and the company’s 
other properties in the region. Additionally, we valued the Copper Rand Mill 
using an estimated replacement value for the asset. Currently, the Corner 
Bay deposit accounts for 37% of the company’s value; however, we would 
not be surprised if this breakdown changes once drilling commences at 
some of the company’s other prospective properties, namely the Joe Mann 
Au mine. Once the company carries out more extensive drilling on its 
portfolio, we expect to update our valuation. Additionally, our valuation 

Figure 3: Blended Valuation 

 

Source: RCS Estimates 
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assumptions are conservative to reflect the inherent risk associated with 
earlier-stage projects.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NPV Analysis of Corner Bay 
Our valuation for Doré Copper is also based on a simplified NPV 
valuation of the company’s Corner Bay deposit. We have conducted a 
simplified NPV analysis for the company’s Corner Bay deposit, as it currently 
has enough existing resources to support a seven-year mine life (our 
assumptions are outlined in Figure 5). We have used the existing resource 
at Corner Bay and assumed a mill throughput of 1,350 tpd (half the total 
capacity as it has two circuits). Additionally, we have used historical 
recoveries for the Copper Rand Mill along with conservative estimates for 
operating costs of C$80/ton (based on a ~10% increase over historical costs), 
reduced payabilities of 85% to account for TCs and RCs, we also provided 
ample development capital (C$33M) and accounted for ongoing sustaining 
capital of C$1.7M per annum (excluding exploration costs).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Sum-of-Parts Valuation 

 

Source: Company Reports 

Resource
(Mlb Cu Eq) (C$M) (C$/sh)

Resource Stage Assets
Cedar Bay Exploration 72 $5.1 $0.18 11%
Copper Rand Exploration 192 $4.1 $0.14 9%
Corner Bay Exploration 245 $17.3 $0.60 37%
Devlin Deposit Exploration 44 $1.9 $0.06 4%

Pre-Resource Stage Assets
Joe Mann Mine Exploration NA $1.5 $0.05 3%
Other Properties Exploration NA $1.0 $0.03 2%

Infrastructure

Copper Rand Mill $10.0 $0.35 21%
Project NAV $40.8 $1.41 87%

Equity investments $0.0 $0.00 0%
Cash $6.0 $0.21 13%

Total Corporate Adjustments $6.0 $0.21 13%
Corporate NAV $46.8 $1.62 100%

In-situ - US$0.05/lb
In-situ - US$0.03/lb
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In-situ - US$0.015/lb
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With total payable production of ~184Mlbs of Cu and ~15.6k oz of Au, this 
results in total EBITDA of ~C$504M.  Given three years of pre-production 
and a 7-year mine life using a 10% discount rate, this results in an NPV of 
~C$291M. We stress that this is only an evaluation of the potential that 
Corner Bay has in its current state, as it is at an extremely early stage. 
Additionally, our analysis does not account for any corporate adjustments. 
 
 
Relative Valuation 
Doré Copper is currently trading at $0.017/lb Cu Eq and 0.25x NAV, a 
large discount to peers at $0.079/lb Cu Eq and 0.30x NAV, respectively. 
This valuation is based on the company’s existing NI 43-101 and historical 
resources, and we have not assumed any resource growth in calculating the 
attributable resources. We note that Doré’s portfolio of assets is largely 
different in terms of mineralization style and grade than those of 
comparable peers listed (Figure 6), as it comprises high-grade underground 
Cu-Au deposits. However, we believe a premium to peers could be justified 
for the company owing to its strategic location in a tier one jurisdiction and 
existing mining camp, along with its excellent potential for brownfield 
resource expansion.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Assumptions used in Corner Bay NPV analysis 

 

Source: RCS Estimates, Company Reports 

Assumption Units Value
Total Resource M tonnes 3.01
Grades 

Copper % 3.47
Gold g/t 0.28

Metal Prices
Copper $/lb 3.00
Gold $/oz 1700

CAD:USD Exchange Rate 0.71
Mill Throughput tpd 1,350
Mine Life years 7
Historical Recoveries

Copper % 94
Gold % 62

Payability
Copper % 85
Gold % 85

Operating Costs C$/short t 80.00
Development Capital C$M 33.0
Sustaining Capital C$M 1.7
Discount Rate % 10

Doré trades at a discount to peers 
on both a P/NAV and $/lb Cu Eq 
basis 
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Figure 6: Comparable Companies 

 

 

Source: RCS Estimates, S&P Global Market Intelligence, S&P Capital IQ 

Price YTD Shares Mkt. Cap Cash Debt EV EV/CuEq
(C$/sh) Perf. (M) (C$M) (C$M) (C$M) (C$M) $/lb

Doré Copper Mining Corp. TSXV:DCMC $0.74 -41% 29 $21.4 $6.0 $0.0 $15.4 0.25x* $0.017

K92 Mining Inc. TSXV:KNT $3.75 30% 226 $847.6 $28.0 $18.7 $838.3 0.59x $0.362

Imperial Metals Corp. TSX:III $1.81 -12% 128 $232.6 $90.0 $3.8 $146.4 0.39x $0.004

Rubicon Minerals Corp. TSX:RMX $1.30 21% 96 $124.4 $15.8 $13.9 $122.5 0.43x $0.120

Taseko Mines Ltd. TSX:TKO $0.49 -23% 246 $119.4 $50.7 $403.5 $472.2 0.29x $0.003

Nevada Copper Corp. TSX:NCU $0.14 -62% 820 $114.8 $1.4 $221.7 $335.2 0.19x $0.027

Harte Gold Corp. TSX:HRT $0.11 -27% 846 $93.1 $2.1 $90.0 $181.0 0.28x $0.136

Coro Mining Corp. TSX:COP $0.06 -15% 1612 $88.6 $12.8 $24.0 $99.8 0.15x* $0.049

Mawson Resources Ltd. TSX:MAW $0.38 105% 216 $82.2 $6.0 $0.0 $76.3 0.40x $0.248

Adventus Mining Corp. TSXV:ADZN $0.80 -13% 101 $80.5 $12.8 $0.0 $67.6 0.41x $0.038

Monarch Gold Corp. TSX:MQR $0.27 20% 271 $73.2 $8.7 $6.1 $70.6 - $0.023

Galway Metals Inc. TSXV:GWM $0.38 13% 133 $50.7 $6.1 $0.0 $44.5 - $0.084

Eastmain Resources Inc. TSX:ER $0.11 5% 291 $32.0 $1.8 $0.3 $30.5 0.07x $0.028

Rockcliff Metals Corp. CNSX:RCLF $0.09 29% 308 $27.7 $17.7 $0.0 $10.0 0.23x* $0.007

Eskay Mining Corp. TSXV:ESK $0.20 -5% 121 $24.3 $0.2 $0.0 $24.1 - -      

Red Pine Exploration Inc. TSXV:RPX $0.04 -30% 477 $16.7 $2.9 $0.4 $14.2 - $0.025

Chakana Copper Corp. TSXV:PERU $0.17 -31% 93 $15.8 $7.4 $0.0 $8.4 - -      

Sun Metals Corp. TSXV:SUNM $0.10 -58% 148 $14.1 $4.8 $0.0 $9.3 0.23x $0.034

Median $70.6 0.28x $0.034
Average $150.0 0.30x $0.079

* RCS Estimate

Company Ticker P/NAV

Figure 7: Comparable P/NAV 

 

Source: RCS Estimates, S&P Global Market Intelligence, S&P Capital IQ 
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Property History 
 
1930's: Cominco discovered the Cedar Bay deposit. 
 
1950: The Joe Mann mine was discovered, trenches were dug, and a 
resistivity survey completed. 
 
1956-60: The Joe Mann mine produced 685,000 metric tonnes grading 6.78 
g/t Au, 5.27 g/t Ag, and 0.488% Cu. 
 
1957: Production began at Cedar Bay by CamChib (Campbell) Mines.  
 
1958: Discovery of the Copper Rand deposit. 
 
1959: First ore was mined in December at Copper Rand by Patino Mining. 
 
1961: The surface plant was destroyed by fire and the Joe Mann mine closed. 
 
1974: Devlin deposit discovered by Riocanex  
 
1974-75: A new mill was constructed at Joe Mann, producing 160,000 metric 
tonnes grading 5.14 g/t Au and 0.4% Cu. The operation was closed down due 
to poor recovery.  
 
1981: Northgate acquired the Copper Rand mine from the Patino family. 
 
1982: The Corner Bay deposit was discovered. Rio Algom signed an option 
agreement with Corner Bay for a 55% interest in the property.  

Figure 8: Comparable US$EV/lb Cu Eq 

 

Source: RCS Estimates, S&P Global Market Intelligence, S&P Capital IQ 
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1987: A go-ahead decision was made on April 2 at Joe Mann. Production 
began later in April using longhole mining techniques.  
 
1988: In January, Westminer Canada acquired a 100% interest in the Copper 
Rand and Portage mines, as well as outlying leases, for C$160 million.  
 
1990: The Cedar Bay mine discontinued operations on June 15, as a result of 
low production, high costs, and no economic reserves in sight. In total, 
Cedar Bay saw a total of 3.8 million tonnes mined at a grade of 1.63% Cu and 
3.1 g/t Au. 
 
1992: In November, Westminer decided to close the Copper Rand and 
Portage operation and put it up for sale. 
 
1993: MSV purchased the Copper Rand and Portage mines and the 2,720-
mt/d concentrator from Westminer in March. 
 
1995: Following exploration work carried out in early 1994, a technical-
economic study was undertaken on the feasibility of reopening the Cedar 
Bay mine.  
 
1997: The Copper Rand and Portage mines produced 29,347 oz au and 3,750 
Mt Cu. Reserves were exhausted at Portage and Copper Rand in October, 
and MSV began seeking financing to develop the deeper zones.  
 
1999: In November, production ceased, and Campbell approved a revised 
mining plan for the Joe Mann mine, incorporating cut-and-fill mining 
methods.  
 
2000: In April, Joe Mann resumed production utilizing the cut-and-fill 
method. In mid-November, Campbell announced that mine operations 
were to be temporarily suspended. 
 
2001: In June, Campbell Resources, MSV Resources, and GeoNova 
Explorations received final approval of the Superior Court of Quebec for the 
merger of the three. Campbell Resources would be the continuing public 
company and MSV and GeoNova would become subsidiaries of Campbell.  
 
2002: In July, Campbell Resources was reviewing the possible development 
of the Corner Bay project to begin in the fall.  
 
2007: In October, Campbell announced that development was continuing 
at Corner Bay, and it expected to soon begin shipping the 42,000t bulk 
sample grading 3.7% Cu to the Copper Rand mill.  
 
2007: The Joe Mann mine ceased production. 
 
2008-2009: Campbell Resources stops operations and enters the 
Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA) during financial crisis.  
 
2011: CBAY Minerals was formed and owned 50-50 by Ocean Partners and 
Nuinsco. 
 
2017: Doré Copper Mining signs option agreement for CBAY Minerals.  
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2017: A high resolution airborne magnetic survey was completed at Joe 
Mann and several magnetic anomalies of moderate to strong amplitudes 
were identified. 
 
2017-2018: The 19km drill program expanded known areas and identified 
additional resources and new targets at Corner Bay and Cedar Bay. 
 
2019: NI 43-101 report issued for Corner Bay and Cedar Bay. 
 
2019: Doré Copper acquired 100% of CBAY. An RTO was completed, and the 
company was listed on the TSXV as Doré Copper Mining Corp. DCMC.V. 
 
2020: Joe Mann property optioned by Doré and 2020 drill program starts. 
 

The Chibougamau Mining Camp  
A mining region screaming out for a mine. The Chibougamau mining 
camp saw its first mine go into production in December 1953. After growing 
from a mining camp, the town of Chibougamau itself was incorporated in 
1952 and continued to boom thanks to the economic bedrock of the local 
mining industry. Since then, over thirty mines were developed and 
produced more than 74Mt of ore, including 1.3Mt of Cu and 133 t of Au. 
Mining of Cu hit a peak in 1971 following which it gradually decreased due 
to dwindling reserves and grades coupled with increasing costs and a 
falling Cu price. Concomitant with this reduction in Cu output, there was an 
increase in the production of Au due to the significant increase in the price 
of Au during the 1970s. As such, two mines in the region were put back into 
production, including Joe Mann. From 1984 to 1988, Au output from 
Chibougamau represented ~22% of the total Au output of Quebec (for 
comparison Val D’Or produced ~27% during this time). 
 
Forgotten but not lost. The Chibougamau mining camp is relatively young 
compared to other camps in Quebec (such as Val d’Or) and historically saw 
limited exploration beyond existing mines. Additionally, the region was 
more or less forgotten by those in the mining industry as operations were 
gradually shuttered throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Today the region 
doesn’t have a single producing mine (Figure 9) and has seen a weak level 
of investment over the previous decades, despite more recent discoveries 
such as Joe Mann, Chevrier in 1988 owned by Genesis Metals Corp. (TSX:GIS, 
Not Covered) and Troilus in 1987 owned by Troilus Au Corp. (TSX:TLG, Jacob 
Willoughby). Today there is starting to be renewed interest in the 
Chibougamau region, helped by the Quebec Government’s Plan Nord – an 
aspect of which is to promote mining above the 49th parallel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chibougamau has a long mining 
history but doesn’t have an 
operating mine today 
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Figure 9: Producing Mines and Mines on C&M in Quebec with Plan Nord region delineated 

 

Source: MERN Québec  
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Location and Infrastructure  
The Chibougamau mining camp is located in northern Quebec, near the 
town of Chibougamau, which is ~500km north of Montreal. The area is 
accessible by paved highway, rail, and air. The town has a population of 
~7,500 and a long mining history, with Cu and Au production dating back 
to the early 1900s. Significant modern mine development commenced in 
the 1950s as a road was completed linking the town to the Lac St. Jean area. 
Additionally, the town is ~300km from Val d’Or, where it has access to an 
even wider range of services. Projects in the camp have easy access to 
hydroelectric power from the provincial transmission grid. 
 
Regional Geology 
The rocks of the Chibougamau area are Archean in age and part of the 
Chibougamau-Mattagami belt (Figure 10). Within the Chibougamau area, 
the Archean volcano-sedimentary assemblage is divided into the Roy 
Group (volcanic rocks) at the base, which is overlain by the Opemisca Group 
(sedimentary rocks). An unconformity separates the two groups. Within the 
Roy group, the Lac Doré Complex (LDC) is a layered stratiform intrusion that 
separates two rock formations. The area also hosts the Chibougamau 
Pluton, which is an elongated rock mass concordant with the regional 
structure and is zoned. Additionally, many granitic to gabbroic dikes within 
the mining camp come from the Chibougamau Pluton and intrude the 
anorthosite zone of the LDC. The Lac Doré Fault (LDF) trends northeast and 
is the most important structure in the vicinity of the camp. Structures 
oriented on both sides of the LDF trending southeast are known as 
“mine shears” since they control a large portion of the area’s deposits, 
such as Copper Rand and Jaculet. Chibougamau-type deposits typically 
consist of pyrite-chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite-sphalerite-galena shear veins that 
are hosted within the anorthosite suite rocks of the LDC, which is prone to 
cracking and dilating. The magmatic massive sulphide style of 
mineralization is not limited by depth and neither is the orogenic Au 
overprint that likely formed as a result of later regional metamorphism. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Area geology of the Chibougamau camp 

 

Source: Company Reports 

A mining camp with all the 
infrastructure in place 

 

 

Chibougamau-style deposits 
have excellent depth potential 
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Key Assets 
The company has 12 deposits and resource targets around the 
Chibougamau mining camp (Figure 11), with its focus being the Corner 
Bay, Cedar Bay and Joe Mann deposits. These key projects all have some 
combination of existing resources, infrastructure and excellent exploration 
potential. Additionally, the Copper Rand mill would process any mined 
material from these projects and is a key strategic asset in the camp 
OWNED 100% BY DORE COPPER. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reserves and Resources 
The Corner Bay, Cedar Bay and Devlin deposit have NI 43-101 M&I&I 
resources and the Copper Rand project has a historic reserves & resources 
estimate (Figure 12). Overall, Doré Copper’s mineral inventory has a total 
tonnage of 6.31M tonnes at 3.98% Cu Eq with contained metal of 553.8M lbs 
Cu Eq. Appendix A contains a mineral inventory breakdown by deposit and 
resource/reserve classification level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Doré Cu’s projects in the Chibougamau Mining Camp  

 

Source: Company Reports, RCS  

Doré has a large number of assets 
in the Chibougamau camp 

 

 

A baseline mineral inventory is 
already in place for some assets 
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Cedar Bay 
Maiden resource in hand with strong high-grade Au potential. After its 
discovery in the 1930s, the Cedar Bay deposit has changed hands many 
times. It most recently passed from Campbell Resources when it went 
bankrupt due to the financial crisis of 2008 and emerged from that process, 
along with the Corner Bay deposit, to CBAY Minerals, which was then 
acquired by Doré Copper in 2019. The Cedar Bay project is one of three key 
projects that Doré is focusing on as it’s already developed to an advance 
stage with NI 43-101 resources.  Furthermore, the company believes it can 
more than double these resources with its ongoing 2020 drill program. The 
company’s plan is to put the Cedar Bay project into production as soon 
as the resources are proven up which would likely be required to obtain 
development financing.  
 
Location and Infrastructure 
The Cedar Bay project is located five kilometers southeast of Chibougamau 
in northern Quebec. The project consists of one mining lease, 18 mining 
concessions and 127 contiguous claims totalling 5,209.4 ha. The project is 
accessible by a paved road and is situated near the provincial hydro-electric 
grid. Previously, an exploration shaft was sunk to 159m depth with 
development occurring on two levels totalling 1,442m. Subsequently, a 
production shaft was sunk to 1,036m depth, with production occurring 
above 670.5m depth. However, all surface infrastructure, including the 
headframe and offices, have been removed. Past production from Cedar 
Bay is reported to have been ~3.9M tonnes grading 1.63% Cu and 3.3 g/t Au 
from 1958 to 1990. Mineralization from potential future mining at Cedar Bay 
would be treated at the Copper Rand mill. At present, the Cedar bay 
underground mine is flooded. Prior to redevelopment, this water would 
have to be pumped out, treated, and stored in a permitted facility. 
 
Geology & Exploration 
The Cedar Bay deposit is a Chibougamau-type Cu-Au vein deposit and is 
hosted within a sheared and altered gabbroic-anorthosite of the LDC and 
generally strikes northwest (i.e. perpendicular to the main structural trend) 
and dips steeply to the northeast. The Au-Cu mineralization occurs mostly 
as hydrothermal sulphide veins that average 1.5m in width and are tens to 
hundreds of meters in strike length. The veins are associated with an east-
west extensional normal fault splaying off the north-northeast trending 
LDF and remain open at depth and towards the northwest. The veins are 
comprised of pyrite and chalcopyrite (10 to 30%) with some pyrrhotite (1% to 
5% generally) with minor sphalerite, galena and arsenopyrite. The main 

Figure 12: Mineral Inventory by Project 

 

Source: Company Reports, RCS Estimates 

Resource Tonnage Cu Au CuEq Copper Gold CuEq
Project Classification M tonnes % g/t % Mlbs koz Mlbs
Cedar Bay NI 43-101 0.36 1.92% 8.72 9.13% 15.2 100.0      72.5
Copper Rand Historical Estimate 2.18 1.62% 2.87 4.00% 77.8 220.8 191.8
Corner Bay NI 43-101 3.01 3.47% 0.28 3.70% 230.1 28.0        245.4
Devlin Deposit NI 43-101 0.76 2.44% 0.23 2.63% 40.9 5.8           44.1
Total 6.31 2.62% 1.65 3.98% 364.0 354.6     553.8
Notes: 

1) CuEq calculated using metal prices of (US$):  $1700/oz Au,  $3/lb Cu

Cedar Bay has untapped Au 
potential 
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alteration minerals are chlorite (70% to 90%) with minor quartz and 
carbonates (up to 15%-20%). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RPA completed a maiden mineral resource estimate for Cedar Bay in 2019 
that included indicated resources of 130k tonnes at average grades of 9.44 
g/t Au and 1.55% Cu and containing 39k oz of Au and 4.4M lb. of Cu, as well 
as 230k tonnes at average grades of 8.32 g/t Au and 2.13% Cu containing 61k 
oz of Au and 10.8M lb. of Cu in the inferred category. The Cedar Bay deposit 
consists of three mineralized narrow veins and the deposit remains open 
along strike and at depth (Figure 13). The resource model was interpreted 
under the assumption that underground methods would be used should 
the deposit be mined. 
 
The ongoing 2020 drill program at Cedar Bay will test the 10-20 zone that 
consists of three parallel veins where previous drilling returned numerous 
high-grade Cu and Au intercepts. The drill program will also test the main 
Cedar Bay vein at depth. Between Cedar Bay and Corner Bay 20,000m of 
drilling is planned in 2020, with the majority being dedicated to the latter 
deposit. 
 
Significant drill intercepts from Cedar Bay in 2018 include: 
 

 2.4 m grading 19.5 g/t Au and 1.67% Cu in hole CDR-18-02  
 2.4 m grading 15.4 g/t Au and 4.54% Cu in hole CDR-18-03  

 
Corner Bay 
Largest deposit in Doré’s portfolio features high-grade Cu. The Corner 
Bay deposit was discovered in 1982 and like Cedar Bay changed hands 
numerous times throughout its history. It also passed from Campbell 
Resources when it went bankrupt to CBAY Minerals, which was then 
acquired by Doré Copper in 2019. Corner Bay was built to 95% completion 
before the company entered bankruptcy in 2008. All surface 
infrastructure remains in place and over C$25M was spent on 
development. It is the largest deposit that Doré owns with over 3M tonnes 
of resources that is mainly Cu with a small Au by-product. The company 

Figure 13: 3D view of Cedar Bay mineralization with planned drilling  

 

Source: Company Reports 

Maiden resource for Cedar Bay 
completed in 2019 

 

 

Corner Bay is Doré’s most 
advanced project 
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anticipates that it could add 1M tonnes to the existing resource at the same 
grades with its ongoing drill program.  
 
Location and Infrastructure 
The Corner Bay project is located 20km south of Chibougamau in northern 
Quebec. The project consists of one mining lease and seven contiguous 
claims totalling 224.5 ha. The site is accessible by road and is situated near 
the provincial hydro-electric grid. There is existing ramp access to a vertical 
depth of 115m with limited development on three levels (55, 75 and 105m). 
The property contains several buildings, waste rock piles and a 
sedimentation pond. No past production is reported from Corner Bay, 
although 40,119 tonnes of development muck averaging 2.48% Cu and 0.44 
g/t Au was processed at the Copper Rand mill in 2008. The mill recoveries 
were 94% for Cu and 62% for Au. Mineralization from potential future mining 
at Corner Bay would be treated at the Copper Rand mill. 
 
Geology & Exploration 
Like Cedar Bay, the Corner Bay deposit is a Chibougamau-type Cu-Au vein 
deposit and is located on the southern flank of the LDC. The property is in 
contact with an intrusive breccia, a transition zone between the 
Chibougamau Pluton and the LDC. The lithologies on the property are cut 
by numerous north-south, northwest-southeast and north-northeast 
striking shears. The LDC contains a gabbroic anorthositic sequence that 
hosts Cu mineralization which generally consists of lenses and/or veins of 
quartz, carbonate with chalcopyrite and pyrite and lesser pyrrhotite, 
sphalerite and molybdenite. These lenses and veins occur within the north-
south shear zones and northwest-southeast structures. Mineralized zones 
are consistent from section to section and have highly variable thickness 
from 15cm to ~8m, with an average thickness of 2.2m. Alteration is 
consistent between the different mineralized zones and is characterized by 
sericitization and intense chlorititzation. 
 
An updated mineral resource for the Corner Bay deposit was completed by 
RPA in 2019. The resource model was interpreted under the assumption 
that underground methods would be used should the deposit be mined. 
The mineral resource includes 1.35 Mt at average grades of 3.01% Cu and 0.29 
g/t Au, containing 89.8M lb of Cu and 13k oz of Au in the indicated category, 
and 1.66 Mt at average grades of 3.84% Cu and 0.27 g/t Au, containing 140.3M 
lb of Cu and 15k oz of Au in the inferred category. Compared to the 2012 
resource estimate, the upper part of the model remained unchanged, while 
the vein interpretation was revised in the lower part and a new vein was 
interpreted based on information from the 2017 and 2018 drilling. The 
Corner Bay deposit consists of four mineralized narrow veins and the 
deposit remains open along strike and at depth. Mineralization has been 
traced down to ~1,000m below surface.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some infrastructure remains at 
Corner Bay 

 

 

An updated resource estimate for 
Corner Bay was completed in 2019 
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The maiden 2020 drill program has successfully expanded mineralization at 
Corner Bay including one of the highest-grade intercepts to date (7m of 
9.08% Cu in CB-20-17). Most recently, the company released two intercepts: 
1) 2.46% Cu, 0.59 g/t Au and 5 g/t Ag over 7.25m from ~1188m (CB-20-16) and 
2) 2.67% Cu, 0.17 g/t Au and 6.2 g/t Ag over 2.3m from 1156m (CB-20-16W1). 
These step-out drill results extend the mineralization downdip by ~200m. 
Additionally, CB-20- 16W1 could indicate the potential for higher-grade, very 
thick mineralized zones, as it was part of a 33.1m shear zone that assayed 
0.56% Cu. Between Cedar Bay and Corner Bay 20,000m of drilling is planned 
in 2020, with the majority being dedicated to Corner Bay in step-out drilling 
that will target areas with a high probability of expansion (purple zones 
indicated in Figure 15 below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14: 3D view of Corner Bay mineralization with drill results 

 

Source: Company Reports 
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Significant drilling intercepts from Corner Bay include: 
 

 7.0 meters of 9.08% Cu, 0.41 g/t Au and 30.64 g/t Ag in hole CB-20-17 
 7.45 meters of 2.38% Cu, 0.12 g/t Au and 4.16 g/t Ag in hole CB-20-15 
 2.45 meters of 3.21% Cu, 0.11 g/t Au and 18.8 g/t Ag in holes CB-20-12 

 
Copper Rand  
Historically the largest deposit in the camp with a 2,700 tpd mill. 
Although the company does not plan to drill the Copper Rand deposit any 
time soon due to its depth and the quality of the other three deposits the 
company has, the site contains a key piece of infrastructure – a 2,700 tpd 
mill. The mill is an important facility in the Chibougamau camp as it could 
process material from Cedar Bay, Corner Bay and Joe Mann among others. 
The property used to be operated by Campbell Resources before it went 
bankrupt in 2008, at which point operations ceased at Copper Rand.  
 
Location and Infrastructure 
The Copper Rand Mine, as well as the Copper Rand Mill, is located in the 
Chibougamau region of Quebec, approximately 7m from the town of 
Chibougamau. The site is accessible by paved road and is on the same 
property as the Cedar Bay mine. Hydroelectric power lines, water supply 
and sanitary facilities already supply the project. The Copper Rand mine 
used to be the largest mine in the district (14.9Mt at 1.8% Cu and 2.76 g/t Au), 
with production ceasing in 2008. Though the mine is currently flooded, 
potential access could be gained via the Copper Rand infrastructure or the 
Cedar Bay shaft.  
 
The Copper Rand mill was constructed in 1959 and expanded in the 1970s 
and again in the 2000s. The processing facility consists of crushing, fine ore 
storage, grinding, gravity recovery of particulate Au, flotation of a Cu 
concentrate, thickening, and filtration (Figure 16). The concentrator has an 
installed milling capacity of approximately 2,700 tpd, though management 
is confident it could run at 3,400-3,500 tpd. Additionally, we note that it also 

Figure 15: Grade x thickness heat map of Corner Bay with hole traces 

 

Source: Company Reports 

The past-permitted Copper Rand 
mill is a 2,700 tpd facility 
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has two circuits, which could allow it to be run at reduced capacity (~50%). 
The tailings are pumped two kilometres at a level elevation to the Copper 
Rand tailings management facility (8.0M t capacity with expansion 
potential). The mill last operated in 2008, when 40,119 tonnes of 
development muck averaging 2.48% Cu and 0.44 g/t Au was processed 
from Corner Bay. Historical recoveries for Copper Rand were 94% Cu, 85% 
Au , Cedar Bay 91% Cu, 97% Au and Joe Mann were 95% Cu, 85% Au. The 
plant will need some work, primarily electrical, to get it back into operation, 
as it was last used in 2008. The company believes the cost of this retrofit will 
be a fraction of that required to build a new facility.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Geology & Exploration 
The Copper Rand deposit is hosted in the same style mineralized system as 
Cedar Bay but lies on the southeastern side of the Lac Doré fault (LDF). It 
was formed by the same processes with movement along the LDF creating 
perpendicular down-dropped extension faults, which host the 
mineralization. The depth potential of these structures is several kilometres 
vertically, with the mineralization having large potential below the historic 
resources (Figure 17). The mineralization occurs within alteration corridors 
and generally takes the form of sulphide lenses (~10-30%) composed of 
pyrite and chalcopyrite with lesser (1-5%) pyrrhotite and small quantities of 
sphalerite and galena. The ore gangue (70-90%) is comprised of chlorite, 
quartz and carbonates.  

Figure 16: Existing flowsheet for the Copper Rand Mill 

 

Source: Company Reports 
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The Copper Rand deposit has historic reserves and resources (as of the end 
of 2007) totalling 2.18M tonnes containing 77.8 Mlbs of Cu and 220.8k oz of 
Au at 1.62% and 2.87 g/t, respectively.  The current resources are in two areas: 
the CR5000 zone and the Hanging Wall zone. The majority and higher-
grade resources are in the CR5000 zone, which is where the company 
would target any future work. The mineralization in the CR5000 zone 
remains open at depth and along strike. 
 
Joe Mann (Option to Acquire 100%) 
Joe Mann could become one of Canada’s highest-grade Au deposits. The 
Joe Mann Au mine operated for 27 years between 1956 and 2007. Although 
there are no current resources at the deposit, historical intercepts are 
encouraging from two drill holes that were drilled in 2007-2008. Drill holes 
beneath the vertical structure indicate a hinge effect could be present that 
would provide room for a structure that creates space for more 
mineralization. The historical deposit was thin, which led to high dilution; 
however, the company believes the new drill holes could potentially 
identify/indicate a thicker zone, thereby resulting in less dilution should the 
deposit be mined in the future. Ultimately, Doré Copper this could 
potentially result in Joe Mann becoming the highest-grade Au deposit in 
the country. 
 
Location and Infrastructure 
The Joe Mann is located about 40km south of Chibougamau, Quebec. The 
property is accessible by road. Historical production consisted of 1.173M oz 
of Au at a grade of 8.26 g/t Au, 607,000 ounces of Ag at 5 g/t Ag and 28.7M 
lb. of Cu grading 0.25%. Material was processed at the Copper Rand mill 
from 2004 until the mine’s closure in 2007. Notably, substantial 
infrastructure still remains at Joe Mann including a connection to the 
electrical grid and a shaft down to 1,145m depth. Joe Mann consists of 55 
mineral titles comprising 1,990.2 hectares of land. Doré already owns 22 
claims in the Joe Mann area via its 100%-owned subsidiary CBAY Minerals 
Inc. Currently, the company does not consider Joe Mann to be a material 
property under NI 43-101, and as such does not have any reserves or 
resources at this time. 
 
Doré announced that it had entered into an option agreement to acquire a 
100% interest in the Joe Mann Au mine on January 2nd, 2020. In order to 

Figure 17: Long section of Copper Rand CR5000 with drill results 

 

Source: Company Reports 

Joe Mann could potentially 
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grade Au deposits 
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acquire 100% of the property there are total remaining payments of 
C$3.25M and C$2M equivalent in shares prior to January 2nd, 2022, as well as 
C$2.5M in expenditures before that date as well. 
 
Geology & Exploration 
The Joe Mann deposit is of the Chibougamau-style with Au-Cu 
mineralization that is hosted by quartz veining within three laterally 
continuous shear systems (Figure 18). In the mine area, the rocks are 
predominantly mafic lavas intruded by gabbro sills and feldspar porphyry 
dykes that are crosscut by late diabase dykes. The intrusives that host 
mineralization occur along a prominent east-west break structure and have 
a strike of over 3km and depth of over 1km.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Historically, the vast majority of the mining and reserves at Joe Mann were 
contained in the Main Zone; however, historical shallow drilling suggests 
that thick high-grade mineralization could be hosted at the West Zone (a 
potential offset of the Main Zone). Additionally, recent surface prospecting 
has revealed new parallel zones that lie several hundred meters to the south 
of the Main Zone. This work has been followed up with a magnetic survey 
that identified numerous high-priority targets. Drilling in 2007-8 returned 
two holes (EE-188 and EE-189B) that intersected high-grade Au 170m below 
the lowest level of the mine, which have yet to be followed up on (Figure 19).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18: Area geology of the Joe Mann mine 

 

Source: Company Reports 
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The company has allocated 5,000m from its 2020 drill program to follow up 
on down-dip potential at the deposit, and should the company hit similar 
grades to the historical intercepts, it expects to issue a resource with a grade 
in the range of ~20 g/t Au – ranking it among the highest-grade Au deposits 
in the country. 
 
Significant historical intercepts from Joe Mann include: 
 

 1.8 meters of 26.66 g/t Au in hole EE-189B 
 3.02 meters of 30.3 g/t Au and 1.3% Cu in hole EE-188 

 

Other Assets 
Devlin Deposit 
Optionality in a favourable Cu price environment. The Devlin deposit was 
discovered in 1974 by Riocanex, who sold the deposit to Camchib resources 
in 1981. The mine changed hands again in 1982 when it was acquired by 
Holmer Au Mines Ltd. and once again in 2004 by Lake Shore Au. CBAY 
minerals acquired the property in 2013 from Lake Shore before being 
acquired itself by Doré Copper. The deposit is very close to surface, and 
unlike others in the camp, is a horizontal deposit (as opposed to vertical). 
Additionally, a ramp is already in place and the deposit has an existing NI 
43-101 resource. The deposit could be restarted quickly in a favorable Cu 
price environment, providing great optionality for Doré. 
 
Location and Infrastructure  
The Devlin Cu deposit comprises 59 ha and is located 18km south-southeast 
of Chibougamau, Quebec. The property is accessible by road and remaining 
infrastructure consists of a 1,000 ft. decline to intersect the mineralization at 
a depth of ~180 ft. (55m) below surface, along with another ~1,000 ft. of 
exploration drifting along the vein built to confirm continuity and grade of 
the Copper zone. Mineralization from potential future mining at Devlin 
could be treated at the Copper Rand mill 39 km away. The Copper Rand mill 
would have enough capacity to absorb potential production from Devlin in 
addition to that produced from its three main projects. 
 

Figure 19: Long-section of the Joe Mann deposit with two parallel vein zones 
shown in blue and red. 

 

Source: Company Reports 

Historical very high-grade gold 
intercepts at Joe Mann show 
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Geology & Exploration  
Unlike the other deposits in the Chibougamau mining camp that are 
hosted in the Lac Doré complex, the Devlin deposit is hosted in the 
Chibougamau pluton. The rocks in the deposit consist of an altered 
granodiorite, diorite and a large breccia unit that is central to the deposit. 
The mineralization is not associated with any specific alteration 
assemblage, though the alteration minerals chlorite, epidote and carbonate 
are widespread. The deposit is a vein style Cu deposit that features a main 
flat lying mineralized vein structure running through the property. The 
deposit is hosted in a hydrothermal breccia, though the main vein extends 
out into the adjacent unbrecciated rocks. The orebody is comprised of a 
zone of massive chalcopyrite-pyrite-quartz +/- carbonate veining (typically 
a few centimeters to 1m in thickness) that pinches and swells. Minor Au is 
locally present in the main zone. Chalcopyrite and pyrite also occur as fine 
disseminated patches and fine stringers outside of the ore zone. Lots of 
exploration potential remains at Devlin as the vertical feeder structure for 
the deposit has not yet been discovered, though it could be one of the main 
NE trending faults. 
 
A resource estimate was completed in June 2015 by AGP Mining 
Consultants Inc. that used historic drilling from 1974 to 1982 as well as more 
recent drilling by Nuinsco in 2013 and 2014. The deposit was interpreted to 
consist of a Lower Zone and an Upper Zone (Figure 20). The Lower Zone 
consists of a mineralized fracture zone that is typically composed of two or 
more sulphide-quartz veins with thickness less than 0.5m. The Upper Zone 
is not as strong as the Lower Zone in terms of mineralization as it is 
comprised of small bands of chalcopyrite/pyrite mixed with quartz, and 
there is low confidence that the mineralization is continuous. The overall 
M&I&I mineral resource includes 0.75 Mt at average grades of 2.44% Cu and 
0.23 g/t Au, containing 40.9M lb of Cu and 5.8k oz of Au.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20: 3D view of the Devlin Deposit showing Upper and Lower zones 

 

Source: Company Reports 
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Lac Doré 
The Lac Doré area is located northwest along strike from the known Lac 
Doré mineralization that was previously mined via underground methods 
in the 1980s and 90s by Westminer Canada Ltd. Ultimately, Westminer 
mothballed the project because most of the mineralization’s value is in Au 
and not Cu (which was its focus). The deposit is located within 80m of 
surface and is accessed by existing dual ramps. Additionally, it is located 
close to the Copper Rand mill and can be accessed from the Copper Rand 
underground workings. This target is located beneath the lake, and any 
drilling would have to be completed from the ice in the winter (Figure 21). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Lac Doré deposit is potentially an extension of the mineralization at 
Cedar Bay, as it could be a horizontal displacement along the LDF. Drilling 
has only been conducted down to 400m and lots of potential remains at 
depth (as Chibougamau-style deposits have been traced down 1.5km below 
surface). Additionally, it has been noted that deposits formed from the LDF 
have a high-grade core near the intersection with the LDF – an area that 
has been poorly explored at Lac Doré. There are numerous historic assays 
from Westminer from 1987 to 1992 that returned +1% Cu and +5 g/t Au. 
 
Portage Island  
The Portage Island area contains several zones that could have new 
resource potential northeast of the Copper Rand and Cedar Bay deposits 
on Lac Chibougamau.  
 
The Hematite Bay Gold Zone is located at the northern end of Potage 
Island and hosts a sub vertical semi-massive sulphide vein. Four historical 
intercepts from the 1950s, with the best intersection of 0.32% Cu and 7.8 g/t 
Au over 4.5m, are planned to be followed up with exploration work to define 
a more continuous economic vein. 
 
 

Figure 21: Aerial view of Lac Doré area 

 

Source: Company Reports 
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The Baie du Commencement Zone (BDC) is located at the western side of 
Portage Island and was first drilled in 1956 in which two out of seven holes 
returned high Cu and Au grades. A program by Westminer comprising 13 
holes was done in 1991 that also intersected narrow but high-grade Au 
interceptions. However, in 2013 Nuinsco completed four holes (582m) and 
results were described as disappointing in terms of grade but encouraging 
in that the structure could persist to “significant” depths. To the northeast, 
the related McKenzie Vein is proximal to the past producing Portage mine. 
The BDC and McKenzie veins could in fact be the same vein on either end 
of a structural jog of a major northeast trending structure, as the grades and 
mineralization styles are similar (Figure 22). Future drilling on Portage Island 
will focus on extending the BDC vein and McKenzie vein, as well as testing 
under Portage Lake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gwillim 
The Gwillim project is owned by Doré’s subsidiary CBAY Minerals (50%) and 
Argonaut Gold Inc. (TSX:AR, Not Covered) (50%) and is operated by Doré. The 
Gwillim mine operated between 1974 and 1976 and again from 1980 to 1984. 
In total, 245,245 (short) tons were mined at a grade of 0.142 oz/t Au (4.86 
g/t Au) and 0.06% Cu. The mineralization here is hosted in quartz-carbonate 
veins with limited amounts of massive sulphides. The ore is mainly Au with 
trace amounts of Cu. The KOD zone is 300m south of the Main zone, which 
was the main resource for the Gwillim mine. In the KOD zone, there are two 
vein zones identified parallel to each other <50 m apart with the 
mineralization predominantly occurring in the northernmost vein. The KOD 
zone was only briefly explored before being abandoned but presents a very 
high potential zone that is not very deep and already has ramp access. A 
report from 1989 outlines a historical resource for the KOD zone as 216,000 
tons at 0.334 oz/t Au (~70,000 oz). Future drilling will focus on defining the 
limits of the ore up-dip and down-dip, as well as extending it along plunge 
to the east.  
 
 
 

Figure 22: Plan view of Portage Island with faults in black and veins in red 

 

Source: Company Reports 
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Jaculet  
The Jaculet Mine is located to the northeast of Cedar Bay and Copper Rand 
deposits and produced Au and Cu in the 1960s and 70s from surface down 
to 1,200ft. Mineralization comprises massive sulphides (pyrite, chalcopyrite 
and pyrrhotite and is hosted in several parallel vein/ore zones, similar to 
Cedar Bay and Copper Rand. Potential exists for mineralization to continue 
at depth. Recently, a MegaTEM survey was conducted over the area and 
may help identify ore at the main or parallel zones when the results are 
processed. Exploration is planned to focus on identifying more parallel 
shears and extending mineralized zones down dip. 
 
Shaft 3  
The Shaft 3 zone is located on the westernmost edge of the Lac Doré land 
package and contains a historical resource of 411,000 tons with a Cu grade 
of 2.2%. It is similar to Cedar Bay and other deposits along the LDF. It is a 
steep dipping extensional shear vein with massive sulfide and carbonate 
mineralization. Potential remains at depth below the known/mined 
resources, as most deposits in the camp have depth extensions to + 1km. 
 

Risks 
Our view is based on publicly available information, but we note that our 
estimates and views are not without political, technical, geologic or 
financing risk typical for junior exploration companies. For Doré Copper, 
three risks are of note: 
 

1 Exploration – Our positive view relies on early exploration results. 
Future results may materially differ and negatively impact our 
assumptions.  

 
2 Permitting – A permitting risk exists should the company fail to 

meet technical and permitting requirements for its projects or 
encounter unforeseen hurdles pertaining to the permitting of its 
projects.  

 
3 Market Sentiment – While we expect current markets to 

continue to improve, our estimates may be negatively impacted 
by a change in market sentiment.  

 
 
As new information becomes available, we plan to refine our numbers. 
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Appendix A: Mineral Inventory 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Source: Company Reports, RCS Estimates 

Cedar Bay NI 43-101 Resources
Tonnage Cu Au CuEq Copper Gold CuEq
M tonnes % g/t % Mlbs koz Mlbs

Indicated 0.13 1.55% 9.44 9.35% 4.4 39.0        26.8
Inferred 0.23 2.13% 8.32 9.01% 10.8 61.0         45.7
Total 0.36 1.92% 8.72 9.13% 15.2 100.0     72.5

Copper Rand Historical Reserves & Resources
Tonnage Cu Au CuEq Copper Gold CuEq
M tonnes % g/t % Mlbs koz Mlbs

Proven Reserves 0.37 1.92% 2.41 3.91% 15.6           31.36       31.8          
Probable Reserves 0.76 1.54% 3.18 4.17% 25.9          85.48      70.0        
Measured Resources 0.09 1.23% 2.08 2.95% 2.6            6.90        6.1            
Indicated Resources 0.54 1.39% 2.98 3.85% 16.4          56.37      45.6        
Inferred Resources 0.42 1.89% 2.77 4.18% 17.3           40.67      38.3         
Total 2.18 1.62% 2.87 4.00% 77.8         220.8     191.8       

Corner Bay NI 43-101 Resources
Tonnage Cu Au CuEq Copper Gold CuEq
M tonnes % g/t % Mlbs koz Mlbs

Indicated 1.35 3.01% 0.29 3.25% 89.8 13.0         96.7
Inferred 1.66 3.84% 0.27 4.06% 140.3 15.0         148.7
Total 3.01 3.47% 0.28 3.70% 230.1 28.0       245.4

Devlin Deposit NI 43-101 Resources
Tonnage Cu Au CuEq Copper Gold CuEq
M tonnes % g/t % Mlbs koz Mlbs

Measured 0.11 2.90% 0.30 3.15% 6.9 1.1            7.5
Indicated 0.30 2.33% 0.25 2.54% 15.6 2.5           17.0
Inferred 0.35 2.40% 0.19 2.56% 18.4 2.2           19.6
Total 0.76 2.44% 0.23 2.63% 40.9 5.8         44.1

Doré Copper Mining Corp. Reserves & Resources 

Resource Tonnage Cu Au CuEq Copper Gold CuEq
Project Classification M tonnes % g/t % Mlbs koz Mlbs
Cedar Bay NI 43-101 0.36 1.92% 8.72 9.13% 15.2 100.0      72.5
Copper Rand Historical Estimate 2.18 1.62% 2.87 4.00% 77.8 220.8 191.8
Corner Bay NI 43-101 3.01 3.47% 0.28 3.70% 230.1 28.0        245.4
Devlin Deposit NI 43-101 0.76 2.44% 0.23 2.63% 40.9 5.8           44.1
Total 6.31 2.62% 1.65 3.98% 364.0 354.6     553.8

Notes: 

1) CuEq calculated using metal prices of (US$):  $1700/oz Au,  $3/lb Cu
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Appendix B: Management  
 
Ernest Mast, President & CEO 
Ernest Mast has 30 years of experience in various technical and executive 
roles in the mining industry, across a wide range of commodities, 
geographies and development stages. Currently the President and Chief 
Operating Officer of AmAuCu, Mr. Mast previously held the positions of 
President and Chief Executive Officer at Primero Mining Corp., Vice 
President of Corporate Development at Cu Mountain Mining Corporation, 
Vice President of Operations at New Au Inc. and President and CEO of 
Minera Panama S.A., Inmet Mining Corporation’s subsidiary, developing the 
$6B Cobre Panama project. Mr. Mast began his career with Noranda Inc. 
and its affiliates, where he took on roles of increasing responsibility over a 
20-year timeframe. Mr. Mast is a member of l’Ordre des ingénieurs du 
Québec and has a Bachelors’ and Masters’ degree in metallurgical 
engineering from McGill University. Mr. Mast also received post-secondary 
business training at Henley College in the UK and at the Universidad 
Catolica in Chile. 
 
Mario Stifano, Executive Chairman 
Mario Stifano is a seasoned mining executive and Chartered Professional 
Accountant with over 16 years of experience working with exploration, 
development and producing mining companies. Mr. Stifano is currently the 
Chief Executive Officer of AmAuCu. Mr. Stifano has held a number of senior 
executive positions including Chief Executive Officer of Cordoba Minerals 
Corp., Executive Chairman with Mega Precious Metals Inc., Vice President 
and Chief Financial Officer with Lake Shore Au Corp Inc., and Vice President 
and Chief Financial Officer of Ivernia Inc. Mr. Stifano has been instrumental 
in raising over $700 million to explore and fund mining projects, including 
raising over $500 million at Lake Shore Au Corp Inc., to develop three Au 
mines which are currently producing over 180,000 ounces of Au annually, 
and are now part of the Canadian assets within Tahoe Resources Inc. 
 
Jean Tanguay, General Manager 
Geologist with 25 years of experience in the Chibougamau camp. Former 
Operations Manager with Campbell Resources, former Project Manager for 
Corner Bay project, former Mine Superintendent of the Joe Mann mine and 
former Chief Geologist of the Copper Rand mine and Joe Mann mine. 
 
Andrey Rinta, Exploration Manager 
Mr. Rinta joined Doré Copper in 2018 as Exploration Manager, coming over 
from Kinross after almost 10 years working in the Russian arctic. He has an 
(H)B.Sc. in Geology and Earth Sciences from Laurentian University and has 
worked in teams that carried out field work, mapping, geochemical data 
analysis and alteration models, 3D geological models, and initial resource 
estimates. As a Senior Geologist in Russia for Kinross, he oversaw drilling 
programs across the region, managed and trained the local team of 
geologists, and was heavily involved in project evaluations for M&A 
considerations. 
 
Gavin Nelson, Chief Financial Officer 
Gavin Nelson has over 15 years of finance experience in public practice and 
corporate accounting and reporting, including being responsible for all 
levels of financial reporting and day-to-day accounting oversight for several 
public mining exploration companies. Mr. Nelson has held a number of 
financial oversight positions in mineral exploration companies, including 
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Chief Financial Officer of Mexican Au Corp. Mr. Nelson is a member in good 
standing of the Chartered Professional Accountants of Ontario. Mr. Nelson 
holds a Bachelor of Administrative and Commercial Studies (Finance), with 
a minor in Political Science, from the University of Western Ontario. 

Appendix C: Directors 
 
Frank Balint, Director 
Frank Balint is a seasoned mining executive with over 35 years of broad 
ranging experience in the mining industry. Mr. Balint has been involved in 
all aspects of the mining life cycle from exploration, discovery, delineation 
and estimation of reserves, feasibility, financing, acquisition, development 
and closure. Mr. Balint possesses strong technical skills backed up by solid 
financial experience that has resulted in a strong exploration and 
acquisition track record. As a senior member of the executive team at Inmet 
Mining Corp. for nearly 20 years, Mr. Balint has had significant involvement 
with shaping, communicating, winning board support and executing a 
successful corporate strategy that saw Inmet Mining Corp. grow from a 
market cap of less than $200 million to over $5 billion when it was 
purchased by First Quantum Minerals Ltd. in March 2013. Mr. Balint was also 
a former director of Wolfden Resources Inc., a TSX-listed company which 
was sold to Zinifex in 2007 for $363 million. Mr. Balint is a licensed 
professional geologist (P. Geo) in Ontario. 
 
Joseph de la Plante, Director 
Joseph de la Plante served as Vice President, Corporate Development for 
Osisko Au Royalties from its creation in June 2014 until November 2019. He 
was responsible for leading Osisko’s corporate development activities, 
including the sourcing and execution of acquisitions and equity, royalty and 
streaming investments. Prior to this, Mr. de la Plante held the position of 
Senior Advisor, Investment and Corporate Development of Osisko Mining 
Corporation since November 2010, where he played a key role in the 
company’s investor relations and corporate development efforts until the 
company’s acquisition by Agnico Eagle and Yamana in 2014. Before joining 
Osisko in 2010, Mr. de la Plante was an Analyst in BMO Capital Markets’ 
Global Metals & Mining Investment Banking Group in Toronto. Mr. de la 
Plante also currently serves as a director of Aquila Resources Inc. and is a 
member of the board of directors of L’Association de l’exploration minière 
du Québec. Mr. de la Plante holds a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
from McGill University. 
 
Sara Heston, Director 
Sara Heston was Vice President of Investments at ASA Au and Precious 
Metals Limited from January 2010 through March 2019. Prior to joining ASA, 
Ms. Heston was an analyst with White River Investments for three years. 
Prior to that, Ms. Heston spent three years as a technology analyst with 
Spinner Asset Management. Ms. Heston has been a director of the Denver 
Au Group, Inc. since December 2017. Ms. Heston holds a BA in Economics 
from Vanderbilt University and an MBA from Columbia University. 
 
Matt Manson, Director 
Matt Manson has over 25 years of international mining experience and has 
an accomplished background in all aspects of the mining business 
including: exploration, permitting, mine development, financing, 
operations, as well as debt and equity markets. Mr. Manson has experience 
in operations (open pit and underground mines) across multiple 
jurisdictions. Mr. Manson’s exploration and mine operation experience 
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cover a range of commodities, including Au, base metals (Cu and zinc) and 
diamonds. Mr. Manson has recently been appointed as the President and 
Chief Executive Officer of Marathon Au Corporation. Prior to this 
appointment, Mr. Manson was at the forefront of raising C$900 million and 
building (on time and under budget) Quebec’s first diamond mine as 
President and Chief Executive Officer of Stornoway Diamond Corporation. 
Prior to his 10 years with Stornoway Diamond Corporation, Mr. Manson was 
President and Chief Executive Officer of Contact Diamond Corporation (a 
40% subsidiary of Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited) and President and Chief 
Executive Officer of Ashton Mining of Canada Inc., both predecessor 
companies of Stornoway. Mr. Manson holds a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Geophysics from the University of Edinburgh and an MSc and PhD in 
Geology both from the University of Toronto. 
 
Brent Omland, Director 
Brent Omland has served as the Chief Financial Officer and a Director of 
Ocean Partners Holdings Limited, an international base and precious 
metals trader since 2013. Before joining Ocean Partners Holdings Limited in 
2013, Mr. Omland was the Chief Financial Officer for Ivernia Inc. and Enirgi 
Metals Group, companies focused on lead mining and secondary lead 
smelting in Australia. Mr. Omland also worked in finance roles for Teck 
Cominco. Mr. Omland is a graduate of the University of British Columbia 
(Commerce) and a Canadian Chartered Accountant with over 15 years of 
experience in the mining, metals and trading business. 

Appendix D: Advisory Board 
 
Ewan Downie 
Mr. Downie is a founder of Doré Copper Mining Corp. He is the current 
President & CEO of Premier Gold Mines and founder and Chairman of 
Wolfden Resources. He received the Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Canada Bill Dennis award, in recognition for his contribution 
on discovering the West Zone on the High Lake Project, in Arctic Canada. 
 
André Gaumond  
Mr. André Gaumond, M.Sc., P. Eng., has been a veteran of the Québec and 
Canadian mining industry. Over the past 16 years, Mr. Gaumond received, 
on behalf of Virginia Mines Inc, no less than 16 awards such as Québec 
Prospector of the Year (twice) bestowed upon important work carried out 
in the James Bay region. Mr. Gaumond is actively involved in numerous 
companies and boards. 
 
Mike Agnew 
Mr. Michael (Mike) Agnew B. Sc., P. Eng., is a former VP Technology at 
Noranda Falconbridge and a former General Manager of the CEZ refinery in 
Valleyfield Québec. He has consulted extensively in the design and 
operation of mining and metallurgical facilities. 
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